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Established in 1994 to createEstablished in 1994 to create  an active, synergistic,an active, synergistic,
interagency, interagency, ““single-mindedsingle-minded”” system to achieve the system to achieve the

goal of timely, accurate, and reliable spacegoal of timely, accurate, and reliable space
environment observations, specifications, and forecasts.environment observations, specifications, and forecasts.

The National Space Weather ProgramThe National Space Weather Program



NSF support of the NSWPNSF support of the NSWP
 Core programs address basic researchCore programs address basic research

underpinnings necessary to achieve space weatherunderpinnings necessary to achieve space weather
goalsgoals

 Over 150 new focused space weather awards sinceOver 150 new focused space weather awards since
19961996

 Support for the Science and Technology CenterSupport for the Science and Technology Center
(CISM) devoted to space weather modeling(CISM) devoted to space weather modeling

 Catalyst for interagency cooperation andCatalyst for interagency cooperation and
community developmentcommunity development
–– Examples: AGU  Space Weather journal,Examples: AGU  Space Weather journal,

CCMC, joint NASA/NSF program aimed atCCMC, joint NASA/NSF program aimed at
space weather model development, Spacespace weather model development, Space
Weather WeekWeather Week

 Creation of 8 new tenure track faculty positions;Creation of 8 new tenure track faculty positions;
many summer programs for studentsmany summer programs for students

 Construction of new ground-based observationalConstruction of new ground-based observational
platformsplatforms



NSWP Decadal AssessmentNSWP Decadal Assessment

 Committee membership:Committee membership:
–– Louis Louis LanzerottiLanzerotti (chair) (chair)
–– Daniel BakerDaniel Baker
–– Tammy JerniganTammy Jernigan
–– Delores Delores KnippKnipp
–– Ray WilliamsonRay Williamson
–– Simon WordenSimon Worden

 Report released June 2006Report released June 2006
 Among the many importantAmong the many important

recommendations contained in the report isrecommendations contained in the report is
the following:the following:

“The cooperating agencies in the NSWP
should investigate immediately the feasibility
of using micro-satellites with miniaturized
sensors to provide cost-effective science and
operational data sources for space weather
applications.”



Small Satellites and Space WeatherSmall Satellites and Space Weather

    Dedicated     Dedicated nanosatsnanosats and  and cubesatscubesats,,
especially in swarms, have the potentialespecially in swarms, have the potential
to make critical global atmospheric andto make critical global atmospheric and
space weather measurements (plasmaspace weather measurements (plasma
density, magnetic and electric fields,density, magnetic and electric fields,
and neutral winds).and neutral winds).



COSMIC COSMIC (Constellation Observing System for(Constellation Observing System for
Meteorology, Ionosphere and Climate)Meteorology, Ionosphere and Climate)

6 Satellites were launched:
01:40 UTC 15 April 2006

Three instruments:
GPS receiver, TIP, Tri-band beacon

Weather + Space Weather data
Global observations of:
Pressure, Temperature, Humidity
Refractivity
Ionospheric Electron Density
Ionospheric Scintillation

Quasi-operational GPS limb-
sounding with global coverage in
near-real time
Climate Monitoring

Soundings in one day



LearningLearning

 The educational element of a small satelliteThe educational element of a small satellite
program is extremely compellingprogram is extremely compelling
–– There is a critical need for a means to train the nextThere is a critical need for a means to train the next

generation of space scientists and engineers involvinggeneration of space scientists and engineers involving
hands-on experience with space hardware - in ahands-on experience with space hardware - in a
reasonable time frame (within the interval of a collegereasonable time frame (within the interval of a college
education)education)

 One example of student interest in buildingOne example of student interest in building
satellites is the satellites is the CubeSatCubeSat (10 cm on a side) (10 cm on a side)
–– over 60 universities and one high school (the Thomasover 60 universities and one high school (the Thomas

Jefferson School of Science and Technology inJefferson School of Science and Technology in
Annandale, Virginia) participate in the Annandale, Virginia) participate in the CubeSatCubeSat
programprogram

 More than a dozen universities areMore than a dozen universities are
interested in building scientific instrumentsinterested in building scientific instruments
that can be flown on more powerfulthat can be flown on more powerful
nanosatsnanosats (10  (10 –– 20kg) 20kg)



Launch ConsiderationsLaunch Considerations
 Until recently the cheapest Until recently the cheapest ““rideride”” into space on a US rocket was the into space on a US rocket was the

Pegasus ($27M) or a Minotaur (formerly an ICBM known as thePegasus ($27M) or a Minotaur (formerly an ICBM known as the
Minuteman Minuteman –– about $20M). about $20M).

 SpaceXSpaceX is testing a rocket that can carry 500 kg into LEO. is testing a rocket that can carry 500 kg into LEO.   The cost is The cost is
$6.7M per launch.$6.7M per launch.  There are 2 or 3 additional competitors trying toThere are 2 or 3 additional competitors trying to
achieve a similar capability at the same or lower cost.achieve a similar capability at the same or lower cost.
–– Each Falcon launch vehicle can carry multiple Each Falcon launch vehicle can carry multiple nanosatsnanosats (2) and  (2) and cubesatscubesats

(30 to 50).(30 to 50).
 SpaceQuestSpaceQuest  is a small company in Fairfax, Virginia, which canis a small company in Fairfax, Virginia, which can

facilitate launches using a variety of vehiclesfacilitate launches using a variety of vehicles
–– estimates are launch services and internet data access for a 20 kilogramestimates are launch services and internet data access for a 20 kilogram

satellite for about $1M.satellite for about $1M.

Falcon 1

October 5, 2004  - Falcon I at SpaceX launch pad, Vandenberg Air Force Base 



Components of a SmallComponents of a Small
Satellite ProgramSatellite Program

 Payload developmentPayload development
 Launch costsLaunch costs
 Ground supportGround support
 Data analysis andData analysis and

sciencescience
 New technologyNew technology

developmentdevelopment



NSF and Small Satellites
What’s been done?

 Announcements at various meetings
and workshops

 Presentations to committees
– Advisory Committee for Geosciences
– Space Studies Board

 Site visits to universities and
companies

 Meetings with potential agency
partners and representatives of
commercial space companies

 Discussions at meetings of the
Committee for Space Weather

 Preparations for small satellite
workshop



Upcoming Workshop:Upcoming Workshop:
““Small Satellite Missions for Space Weather andSmall Satellite Missions for Space Weather and

Atmospheric ResearchAtmospheric Research””
May 15-17, 2007 in Arlington, VA.May 15-17, 2007 in Arlington, VA.

 Launch opportunities for smallLaunch opportunities for small
spacecraftspacecraft

 Innovative technologyInnovative technology
developments for small satellitedevelopments for small satellite
systemssystems

 Miniaturization of scientificMiniaturization of scientific
payloadspayloads

 Advancing research by means ofAdvancing research by means of
measurements from small satellitesmeasurements from small satellites

 Using small satellites as anUsing small satellites as an
educational tool for science andeducational tool for science and
engineeringengineering

 Identification of key space weatherIdentification of key space weather
needs that can be satisfied by smallneeds that can be satisfied by small
satellite observationssatellite observations

Program Committee:

Charles Gay, NASA HQ
Michael Hesse, NASA GSFC
Robert McCoy, ONR
Kent Miller, AFOSR
Therese Moretto Jorgensen, NSF
Howard Singer, NOAA SEC



NSF and Small satellitesNSF and Small satellites
The way aheadThe way ahead

 Form interagency partnershipsForm interagency partnerships
–– NASA, ONR, AFOSR, othersNASA, ONR, AFOSR, others……

 Take advantage of advances in theTake advantage of advances in the
commercial space industrycommercial space industry

 Involve students!Involve students!
 Invite participation fromInvite participation from

communities other than atmosphericcommunities other than atmospheric
science (earth science, ocean science,science (earth science, ocean science,
engineering, biology)engineering, biology)

Three Corner Satellite stack (built by NMSU,
Arizona State, and UC Boulder)



SummarySummary
NSF and Small SatellitesNSF and Small Satellites

 Responds to recommendation fromResponds to recommendation from
the Assessment Committee forthe Assessment Committee for
National Space Weather ProgramNational Space Weather Program

 Builds on NSFBuilds on NSF’’s successfuls successful
participation in COSMIC Programparticipation in COSMIC Program

 Strong potential for interagencyStrong potential for interagency
cooperationcooperation

 Enables excellent educationalEnables excellent educational
opportunities; enthusiasticopportunities; enthusiastic
response from academicresponse from academic
communitycommunity

 Capitalizes on progress in privateCapitalizes on progress in private
sector efforts resulting in more costsector efforts resulting in more cost
effective access to spaceeffective access to space



ConclusionConclusion

 Small satellites offer new and excitingSmall satellites offer new and exciting
capabilities to observe and understand thecapabilities to observe and understand the
sun, solar wind, magnetosphere andsun, solar wind, magnetosphere and
ionosphere, while at the same time educatingionosphere, while at the same time educating
the next generation of scientists andthe next generation of scientists and
engineers.engineers.


